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Poly manufactures small-scale recycling systems that use injection or compression moulding 
techniques to turn discarded plastic into consumer ready products. Our mission is to bring recycling 
to communities that have no formal recycling program, due to size or infrastructure limitations. We
are committed to working with local communities to make recycling not only a positive environmental 
initiative and beneficial piece of infrastructure, but also a job creator and profit generator.

Polycycle facilities open up a wide range of possibilities to create products based on the needs of your community. With two 
types of moulders and endless mould options, the possibilities are infinite.

Flexible and Customizable

The Polycycle production process is designed for maximum employment potential. There are opportunities for employment
through collection, manufacturing and selling, and the type of work is easily separated into shorter or longer shifts depending 
on the nature of the employees.

Designed for Employment

Polycycle machines are user-friendly and easy to operate, with simple controls and a straightforward production process.
Easy to Operate

Facility Features

Poly facilities open up a wide range of possibilities to create products based on the needs of your community. With two 
types of moulders and endless mould options, the possibilities are infinite.

Flexible and Customizable

The Poly production process is designed for maximum employment potential. There are opportunities for employment
through collection, manufacturing and selling, and the type of work is easily separated into shorter or longer shifts depending 
on the nature of the employees.

Designed for Employment

Poly machines are user-friendly and easy to operate, with simple controls and a straightforward production process.
Easy to Operate

System Features



Operators sell the finished products using channels that we help them tailor to their target market.
Selling

Shredded plastic is melted and shaped in our injection or compression moulder. Operators work with our team to select a 
product to manufacture based on their community’s needs.

Moulding

Plastic is washed of any contaminants. Poly helps operators choose plastic that requires the least amount of cleaning 
possible..  

Cleaning

Our shredder breaks down the plastic into smaller pieces in preparation for moulding.
Shredding

Plastic is separated by type, colour and shape. The Poly collection process is tailored to minimize the amount of sorting 
that needs to take place by focusing on sources of plastic that are homogenous. 

Sorting

Poly systems can accommodate 4 out of the 7 common types of plastic (PET, HDPE, LDPE, PP). Poly can accept 
both household and industrial plastic sources, with endless possibilities for collaboration with local businesses. 

Collection
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Get Involved

If you have a passion for empowering others and creating 
a more sustainable world for us all, then we want you as
 a Poly operator. Systems are modular and easy to 
set up, so operators can be non-profits, community 
organizations, institutions, individuals or anyone else who
is interested in community development. 

We work with each operator to tailor a system to your We work with each operator to tailor a system to your 
community’s needs. We help you identify a sustainable
source of plastic to collect, set up your facility and create 
a product, or products, that you can manufacture with 
your Poly machines. 

We want to see you succeed and better the world socially, 
environmentally and economically. With a Poly system, 
you can:you can:

 • Create local employment opportunities
 • Divert harmful plastic from landfills and oceans
 • Manufacture useful items

Become an

operator
Become a

Partner
Our goal is to create a network of partners that can 
service Poly systems across Canada and beyond, 
no matter which community we enter. 
We’re looking for:

 • Partners who have plastic waste that needs 
    diverting

  • Organizations that are interested in purchasing 
  Poly plastic products

 • Employment organizations with capacity to 
  provide employees for Poly systems

 • Organizations that specialize in prototyping, 
  design or fabrication of products interested in 
  lending expertise

  • Any other individuals or groups who want to get
   involved!

Holly Todd
Co-Founder
holly@polyplastics.ca

Robin Donnelly
Co-Founder
robin@polyplastics.ca

Contact Us


